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KMO38LH  20022019

38L Mini Oven

Instruction Manual
Model Reference: GC-KMO38LH / Cat Number: 714 8091
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INTRODUCTION

Congratulations on choosing to buy a Cucina product. All products 
brought to you by Cucina are manufactured to the highest 
standards of performance and safety. 

Before use, please read this manual carefully. It gives important 
instructions about safety, use and maintenance of your Mini Oven 
We hope you enjoy using your purchase for many years to come. 

Remove all packaging material. You may wish to keep 
the packaging for future use or storage of your Mini Oven, 
alternatively, dispose of accordingly. 
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

• Read all instructions.
• Do not touch hot surfaces with hands. Use handle or hand

protection.
• To protect against electric shock, do not immerse cord, plug,

or any parts of the oven in water or other liquids.
• Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch

hot surfaces.
• Do not operate appliance with damaged cord or plug or

after the appliance malfunctions, or has been damaged in
any manner, return the appliance to the nearest Authorized
Service Center for examination, repair, or adjustment.

• The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the
appliance manufacturer may cause hazard or injury.

• When operating the oven, keep at least 12 cm of space on
all sides of the oven to allow for adequate air circulation.

• Unplug from outlet when not in use, or before cleaning. Let

cleaning.
• Do not cover any part of the oven with metal foil. This may

cause overheating of the oven.
• Extreme caution should be exercised when removing tray or

disposing of hot grease or other hot liquids.
• Do not clean the oven with metal scouring pads. Metal

chippings would touch electrical parts, and endanger a risk
of electric shock.

•

and the like, when in operation. Do not store any item on the
oven during operation.

• Extreme caution should be exercised when using containers
constructed if anything other than metal or glass.
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• Do not place any of the following materials in the oven:
cardboard, plastic, paper, or anything similar.

• Do not store any materials, other than manufacturer’s
recommended accessories, in this oven when not in use.

•
from wall outlet. Always hold the plug, but never pull the
cord.

• Always wear protective, insulated oven mitts when inserting
or removing items from the hot oven.

• This appliance has a tempered, safety glass door. The
glass is stronger than ordinary glass and more resistant to
breakage. Avoid scratching door surface or nicking edges.
If the door glass has a scratch or nick, contact the nearest
Authorized Service Center for examination and repair.

• Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
• This appliance is for HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY.
• The accessible surfaces are liable to get hot when the

appliance is operating.
• Glass Door cannot support goods in the fully open position.
• The appliance is not intended to be controlled by an external

timer or separate remote-control system.
• Caution, hot surface! The temperature of accessible surface

may be high when the appliance is operation. Do not touch
hot surfaces. Use handle or knobs.

• This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years
and above and persons with reduced physical, sensory or
mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning
use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the
hazards involved.

• Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user
maintenance shall not be made by children unless they are
older than 8 and supervised.

• The door or the outer surface may get hot when the
appliance is operating.
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BEFORE FIRST USE:

• Read all instructions included in this manual.
•

position.
• Remove all racks and pans. Wash the racks and pans in

hot sudsy water or in dishwasher.
• Thoroughly dry all accessories and re-assemble in oven.

Plug oven into outlet and you are ready to use your new
cooker with Rotisserie and Grill.

• After re-assembling your oven, we recommend that you
run it at MAX temperature for approximately 15 minutes to
eliminate any packing oil that may remain after shipping.
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PRODUCT  OVERVIEW

1. Wire rack 
2. Food Tray
3. Food Tray Handle 
4. Door Handle
5. Glass Door 
6. Heating Element
7. Timer Knob 
8. Function Knob
9. Indicator Cover
10. Temperature Knob
11. Large Hob 
12. Small Hob
13. Rotisserie Handle
14. Rotisserie Fork
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PRODUCT  OVERVIEW

Large hob temperature knob

Small hob temperature knob

Temperature knob: the temperature choice is 
from 90°C to 230°C. You could select desired 
temperature according to the practical 
situation.

Function Knob: select working modes.
 : Upper heating
 : Lower heating
 : Upper heating + Lower heating
 : Upper heating + Lower heating + 

Convection
 : Upper heating + Convection + Rotisserie

USING YOUR PRODUCT

• 
your home. 

• Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter to avoid 
that children may stumble over.
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• If the supply cord is damaged, the oven should not be used 
before it is repaired. 

• Oven should be sent to the manufacturer, authorized service 

avoid a hazard.
• This unit has a short power supply cord to reduce the risk 

resulting from becoming entangled in or tripping over a long 
cord. An extension cord may be used if you are careful in its 
use:

• 1. The electric rating of the extension cord should be at least 
as great as the electrical rating of the appliance.

• 2. An extension cord with the power cord must be arranged 
so that it will not drape over the countertop or table top 
where they can be pulled on by children or tripped over 
accidentally.

Using Your Oven:
1. Place the food on grill rack, Food tray or Rotisserie Fork and 

close the oven door.
 Do not use any paper or plastic container.
 Use Food tray for any food that is small in size or likely to  
 drip while cooking.
 Place the food evenly on the grill rack.
2. Insert the power plug into the socket. The Timer Knob must 

turn OFF.
3. Set the cooking time and desired temperature, and function.

NOTE: To change the function to either hob, oven or rotisserie 
use the function Knob. 

NOTE: When Rotisserie function is selected, the fork will begin 
to turn inside the oven. Please make sure fork is placed inside 
oven before selecting the function.
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4. When cooking time ends up, you will hear a beep, then
you should:

• Use accessory handle or oven mitts to remove hot food to
avoid any scald.

• In case to cease the cooking process during the middle

position.
• Remove the power plug from the socket after cooking.

Oven cooking guide:

1. Cooking time may varies depend on food ingredients,
temperature, mass and portion. Please adjust the time with
the recipe time reference and according to the actual cooking
condition.
2. If prolong cooking, cooking time may be lessen with
the hot heating elements. Adjust the time based on the actual
food condition.
3. The oven will adjust the heating elements temperature

but do not remove the food from the oven to ensure proper

NOTE: The weight of the food which is put on the Food Tray/Wire 
Rack cannot be over 3.5kg. The food cannot be placed on just one 
side of the rack, it is best to distribute food evenly across the Food 
Tray/Wire Rack.
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CLEANING

When cleaning the appliance, you should pay attention to the 
following points:

• Remove plug from the mains socket, and allow the
appliance to cool down before cleaning it.

• Do not immerse the motor section of the appliance in
water and make sure no water enters the appliance.

• Clean the motor section by wiping it with a damp cloth.
A little detergent can be added if the appliance is heavily
soiled.

• Your oven features a quick-clean coating. Do not use
scouring pads, steel wool or any form of strong solvents
or abrasive cleaning agents to clean the appliance, as
they may damage the surfaces of the appliance.

• Take the appliance apart and clean all of the accessories
separately. All of the accessories separately can be
cleaned in warm water.

IMPORTANT! Allow to dry fully after cleaning before
using again. Do not use the appliance if damp.

• We recommend you lubricate the meat screens with
vegetable oil after cleaning, and store them in grease-
proof paper to minimise the risk of rust and discolouration.

• After washing and drying, immediately place attachment
into the protective sleeve for storage.
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Capacity 38L
Power 220V-240V ~50HZ
Oven Output 1500W
Large Hob Output 1000W
Small Hob Output 600W

AFTER SALES SUPPORT
If you need help using your product, please contact Giani Ltd:-
• Telephone: 0161 480 6204.
• Email: info@gianiuk.co.uk.
• Website: www.gianiuk.co.uk.

(Replacement instruction manuals are available to download from the
website).

DISPOSAL INFORMATION
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CORRECT DISPOSAL OF THE PRODUCT IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH EC DIRECTIVE 2002/96/EC 
At the end of its working life, the product must NOT be disposed of as urban waste. 

dealer providing this service. 
Disposing of a household product separately avoids possible negative consequences for 
the environment and health deriving from inappropriate disposal and enables the 
constituent 

reminder of the need to dispose of household products separately, the product is 
marked with a crossed-out wheeled dustbin.

SPECIFICATION
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